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SCALE OF INFLUENCE OF SUBSTITUTION IN ORGANIC ELECTROLYTES
ALPHA-PHENYL INFLUENCE IN NORMAL MONOBASIC PARAFFIN ACIDS.
HISTORICAL-
The most remarkable feature of chemistry during the lart ten or fifteen
years has been the marked development in physico-chemical measurements and their
applications to the problem of organic chemistry. Up to the year of 1885 the
problem of the physical properties of substances was the one that occupied the
attention of the chemist. Then later came the search for relationships between
the properties and the chemical composition of chemical substances. This was in-
vestigated by introducing a radical into a known simple substance and observing
the change in physical properties due to the influence of this radical. It was
then found that isomeric and metameric compounds had different physical propers-
ties, although their chemical compositions w*re still the same. Since this dif-
ference could not be attributed to a difference either in the kind or the num-
ber of atoms in the molecule, it was ascribed to a difference in the way in which
the atoms were combined. The problem as it now stands is to find a relationship
between the properties and the constitution of any compound.
Various physical methods of study were proposed and used. In 1842, Kopp
studied the boiling points of various substances and established a law in regard
to this phase of the subject. A few of the other methods used are those of
specific heats (Reis and Schiff), viscosity (Thorpe and Rodger, 1894), refraction
of light (Dale and Gladstone, 1863), rotation of the plane of polarization (LeBel
and Van't Hoff,1874), study of solutions, work in thermo-chemistry,etc. All of the
above methods were more or less approximate in their results, and were qualitative
rather than quantitative. The aim of the modern scientist is still the same as
that of the old,but with the difference that he now wants to raise the laws from
the rank of pure empiricism to the rank of exact mathematical science. This is
now being striven for through the use of electrical conductance measurements on
solutions.

Hankel,in 1846, was the first man to make measurements of solutions of
electrolytes. After him came Becker and Wiedeman. Although a large number of acids,
salts, and bases were measured by these men, the significance of their work was not
thoroughly understood until Arrhenius^came forward with his dissociation theory.
He arrived at this theory from an attempt to explain the apparent exceptions to
osmosis experiments. He did this by assuming a larger number of particle* in
solutions of acids, bases, and salts than in solutions of other compounds. In other
words, it was the dissociation of a substance into smaller particles wher lissolved
in water.
Beside giving a new significance to conductivity work, the theory offered
a basis for the accurate determination of the degree of ionization of an electro-
lyte. This is defined asV~^-' , where r is the degree of ionization,^ the
conductivity at concentration C ,and^o the conductivity at infinite dilution.
This last was obtained by measuring the conductivity of a solution which was
made as dilute as possible, and which still gave possibilities enough for measure-
ment.
Ostwald then put forth his dilution law, g
=• A *where oc is the
degrwe of ionization, IT the dilution, and K the ionization constant of the elec-
trolyte. It was by means of the measurements of K that relationships were looked
for between physical properties and constitution in the substance. This law,
however,holds only in the case of solutions of weak electrolytes.
At the present time this field of conductivity work has been extended in
many directions by various men. Jones^and his associates have been interested in
the conductivity of organic electrolytes at high temperatures. Kendall^has studied
the problem of the velocity of the hydrogen ion, and a general dissociation formula
for acids. In the field of study relating to the relationships between ionization
and structure, Ostwald, Wegsceider,Michael,and Derick have been the leaders.

PURPOSE OF THE WORK-
The present work on phenylacetic acid is a continuation of the work done
in this laboratory under Derick ! a direction ,with the hope of giving at least
some evidence towards the complex problem of "Chain Influence". It was earlyi
recognized by Van*t Hoff that all the atoms in a molecule exerted an influence
upon each other which, he stated, could be resolved into two components; the spatial
ii
or direct, and the chain or indirect influences. Michael took up this same idea
a
of Van't Hoff s , and states, "If we number a certain atom in any compound with
a normal carbon chain by the figure 1 ,our present knowledge of the combined
mutual influence between this atom and the others in the molecule is expressed
by the following scale of combined influences, the number indicating the degree
of removal , and the extent of influence decreasing in the order 2-3-5-6-4-7-
(9-10-ll)-8. It is to be strongly emphasized that the effect of any atom in the
position 2 or 3 is far greater than that of any similar atom less closely con-
nected, and in the case of atoms farther removed ,the influence must be largely
direct, i.e. spatial. 9
De rick, having made an exhaustive study of the ionization constants of a
large number of negatively substituted acids, and having tabulated these various
constants, has worked out from the data at hand a place influence formula in the
following form:
In K of the unsubstituted acid
Place Influence = — 1 •
In K of the substituted acid
Michael, in his determination of influence in reaction ionization, used
the Ostwald Factor Law
*n
a=
,
KQ
where K is the ionization constant of the alpha substituted electrolyte, K that
n o
of the corresponding unsubstituted electrolyte, and a the Ostwald factor for the
alpha position. For positions^
, Y , S ,etc, the factors are b,c,d,etc. It is
obvious that this factor represents a ratio of the total effect upon the ioniza-
tion of the atoms in the substituted acid to the atoms of the corresponding

unsubstituted acid. It cannot be used as measure of the influence of any single
substituting group or atom,, for it has not been freed from the influence of all
of the rest of the atoms in the molecule. The formula would hold in a case where
the influence of the rest of the atoms was negligible. It will be shown further
that the "V'lace Influence" aa worked out by Derick is a more fundamental quantity
than the Ostwald Factor.
Before beginning the discussion of the derivation of the Place Influence
formula t the question as to what is the true measure of any chemical reaction
to occur,must be definitely settled. It has been generally agreed upon by chem-
ists and physicists that this measure may be stated in terms of the decrease in
free energy,or the increase in entropy of the reaction in question. In this
work Derick uses the free energy function rather than that of entropy.
From the second law of thermodynamics, is obtained the equation
,
A a RT In k = a RT log k • This equation shows that A , the change in free energy
for the reaction of ionization , is proportional to the logarithm of the ioni-
zation constant, k. The free energies of ionization of any two organic acids at
the same temperatures, are in the same ratio as the logarithms of their ionization
constants
, or
A1 log kx Ig
log k
r
where I is the influence of the atoms t and where I = • If I be the in-
n
fluence of all of the atoms in the molecule of the substituted monobasic paraffin
acid
, and I
q
that of all of the atoms in the corresponding unsubstituted acid
upon the ionization constant , then the ratio
I log k for the unsubstituted acid
log k for the substituted acid
—4.8297 1.687
This ratio for butyric and oc chlorobutyric acids equals
—31.8633 1
From all this
,
it follows that in order to estimate the influence of a given
atom upon the reaction of ionization
, a logarithmic function of the ionization
constant must be used.

Then further , the Ostwald Factor Law ia not a true measure of the in-
fluence of a single substituted group or atom, because it is the ratio of the
influence of all the atoms in one acid to the influence of all the atoms in the
other acid. Before it can be used as the influence of p_ne atom , that atom must
be freed from the influence of all the other atoms in the acid. In Derick's
Place Influence formula , this has been done.
Taking cc chlorobutyric acid as an example
, ^ocCl r«P r© 8o nts the in-
fluence of the chlorine atom in c< position in butyric acid. The other atoms in
oc chlorobutyric acid ( excluding the chlorine atom ) differ from those in
butyric acid by one hydrogen atom only. If the influence of this one hydrogen
atom be neglected
,
the influence of the other atoms in oC chlorobutyric acid
may be taken equal to the influence of all the atoms in butyric acid. Their
ratio
,
then , is equal to unity. "Hence, if the free energy of ionization of
an organic electrolyte is made up additively of the separate influences of aach
atom in the molecule
,
the place influence Iqcci * *or ^8 ^ cn^ori ne atom in
oC chlorobutyric acid, may be found as follows :
oCCl'
~ 1=
log k for butyric acid
—1 = 1.637 -1 -
IQ log k for chlorobutyric acid
6.687 From the following table it can be seen that the influence of the
hydrogen atom can be neglected
,
jaince it is so small :
Table I.
3A'- Pentenic Acid--C2H5CH=CHCOOH 1.48 10~5
—CH3CH-CHCH2eOOH 3,35
10~5
—GH2-CH(CH2 ) 3 C00H 2,09 10"
5
2 A'- Hexenic "
—CsHyCH-CHOOOH 1.89 10" 5
•
— C2H5CH-CH2 0O0H 3.64 10"
5
" ~CH3CH=CH(CH2 )C00H 1.74 KT 5
"
—CH2=CH(CH2 ) 3C00H 1.91 10"
5
3A\
4 A
3
-
4A3-
5At
log k Place Influence
-4.830 -0.007
-4.475 +0.0095
-4.680 +0.024
-4.724 +0.0395
-4.578 +0.057
-4.758 +0.018
-4.718 +0.026
The above table gives the influence of two hydrogen atoms on adjacent carbon
atoms under column for "Place Influence". Thus l
c*LQ1 is equal to

In lc.
I ln kn
— 1 .
Derick found , then , that the place influence of chlorine and other
negative radicals substituted in the oc position was independent of the length
of the chain , and this fact was demonstrated for the/^,Y,£, etc. positionsas
well . ( See table below ) •
It was found further , that when the place influences as calculated from
above were tabulated , the "scale of influence" was approximately in the ratio
of thirds. This is easily seen from the following table when the values for loc,
1/3 * *Y t an<* *S are compared :
3ub3tituent
Chlorine
0.021
If the oc factor
Acid I<x
Acetic 0.675
Propionic 0.718 0.199
Butyric 0.687 0.190 0.064
Valerianic —— — ——
-
Average Values 0.693 0.195 0.064 0.021
The ratioj^; 2# :£y : Xg S 0.693 : 0.195 : 0.064 : 0.021
is called one , the ratios stand :
J^iTj : T
y :
T
s
= 1/3 : 1/9 : 1/27 ;l/81 .
In other words , the effect lof substituting a negative radical in the^po3ition
is about one-third of that in the dCposition upon the ionization constant. That
of Y is about one-nineth , and that of S about one- twentyseventh of that in
the oc position.
This rule of thirds , then , gives the real advantage of this method
over Ostwald'a method , because of its use in determining the structure of corn-
er
pounds. Derick states , "When the scale of influence for a negative substituent
upon the carboxyl group in position 1 is 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, etc. , the position
of the substituent may be predicted , and the corresponding unsubstituted acids
together with that of any similar ^substituted paraffin monocarboxylic acid
is known."

In a comparison of the Oatwald Factor and the Place Influence , the
latter shows a better constancy for chlorine or any other negative radical sub-
stituted in any one special position. Besides this t the latter has also the
additional advantage of the rule of thirds which the Ostwald factor does not
even approximate. Then too , Derick's Place Influence is measured in terms of
the tendency of the reaction to occur ( i.e. in terms of entropy or of free
energy ) , and is more nearly freed from the influence of the other atoms upon
the reaction of ionization than is the Ostwald Factor. In reality
,
this influ-
ence represents the difference between that of the chlorine and that of the
hydrogen atoms , but the influence of the latter is so small that it may be
neglected
,
as has been done.

IDescription of the Apparatus*

THERMOSTAT-
Since the conductivity of solutions varies considerably with change in
temperature
,
it is necessary to have all measurements made at some definite
temperature. For the work at hand, 25° was chosen. The best way of obtaining a
temperature of 25°which would remain practically constant during a series of
measurements
,
was by means of a thermostat that oould be easily and quickly
operated.
The thermostat which was used , was a large Dewar bulb holding about six
liters of water , surrounded by a large cylindrical glass vessel covered on the
outside with asbestos paper. An air space between the two vessels served further
to insulate the water in the bulb from the air outside. Within the water in
the Dewar bulb was placed a rotary siphon stirrer which was actuated by means of
a water motor
, whenever stirring waa necessary. The temperature of the water
waa raised by passing a current of electricity through a resistance heating coil
which consisted of nichrome wire wrapped around a clay strip , and which was
entirely immersed in the water. This was a much simpler means of regulating the
temperature than the old method of adding hot or cold water as needed.
Since a rise of one degree in temperature for most solutions means a
j
change in conductivity of about two percent , and since in this work it was de-
sired to work to a one-tenth percent degree of accuracy , it is obvious that the
temperature had to be kept constant within rather narrow limits. The thermometer
inserted into the water in the Dewar bulb waa an instrument calibrated by the
United States Bureau of Standards and which could be read to 0.005° . By means
of the above described apparatus , a high temperature efficiency was secured,
as the water kept constant in temperature to £.0.01° during any of the measure-
ments made. This was found to be necessary as a change in temperature of 0.05°
produced enough change in the bridge reading to reach the limit of the one- tenth
percent degree of accuracy required.

_ Q _
CONDUCTIVITY CELLS
—
Two different cells were used in the measurement of conductivity , a
water cell with large, unp latinized platinum electrodes close together , and an acid
or base cell with smaller
,
platinized platinum electrodes. The platinized elect-
rodes reduce polarization t and also give a sharper tone-minimum in the telephone.
Both cells were of the pipette type , and were made of thin glass so as to have
them come to thermostat temperature as quickly as possible. The electrodes were
fused into the glass t and connections with the source of current were made by
means of mercury.
The cell constant of the acid cell was determined first by measuring the
conductance of a 0.01 normal potassium chloride solution , made by dissolving the
pure salt in conductivity water. The salt was especially purified for this purpose
and since the specific conductance of a 0.01 normal solution of potassium chloride
is known to a high degree of accuracy , the cell constant could be determined by
the use of the equation LC=L
,
where L is the conductance , L is the specific
conductance of the solution , and C the cell constant of the cell.
The cell constant of the water cell was determined by comparison with the
acid cell by the measurement of the conductance of the same solution in each. If
Lq be the conductance of the salt solution in the acid cell , then I* C = L •
In the same way the equation for the water cell 18,1^^= L , and so L C =LWCW •
Since C„ is known . and L_ and L are measured . the value C-, (the cell constant
o w * w
of the water cell) can be calculated from the equation.
WEIGHTS
—
In making up the first solution of the acid a very careful weighing of
the acid had to be made so that inaccuracies in concentration might not exceed
the errors in measurement of conductance. For this reason
,
the weights which
were used had to be calibrated carefully
,
and this was done previously by Leslie
by means of the relative calibration method described by Ostwald , and later
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again calibrated by Karam and Allen by Richarde method . A table of corrections
was made up , and the corrections were applied to all weighings made throughout
the work .Corrections to vacuum were too small to be considered.
BRIDGE
—
The bridge used in this work was of the drum type put out by the Leeds
and Northrup Company. For certain and accurate results , the bridge wire was
calibrated by using standard resistances at various frequent intervals. The correct
bridge reading was calculated and the results tabulated . All bridge readings
used in the calculations following are the corrected readings. Just as a matter
ft f r* ft vA 1 + dflftvnAfiJL U T? CIO UOQluwU piA m\ flpiT^l aCX\X V lOClUXw +ft ftmnv +Via 1QOUA IS U* +Vi a c m 1 1 h i ft t\ *
READING CORRFHTION READING CORRECTION READING- CORRECTION
178.60 ft A
— 9.4 3521.5 - 0.5 4587.4 — 0.6
277.53 + 0.5J 3546.5 + 0.5 4629 .9 — 1 1
384 . 72
— 0.28 3572.1 + 0.1 4673 2 — OR
555 67
— 0.33 3597.6 - 0.4 4717 — Off
769 .31
— 0. 59 3623.6 - o.4 4762 .2 — 8
1111 "5 4-0.5 3650.1 + 0.1 l . 3
1667.2
— 1.8 3676.8 -0.2 4807.9 - 0.1
2000.5
-0.5 3704.2 -0.8 4832.0 -0.8
2222.4 + 0.4 3731.8 + 0.8 4855.5 -0.9
2500.2 + 0.2 3759.9 -0.1 4877.5 -0.4
2778.2
- 2.0 3788.2 + 0.2 4903.0 - 0.8
2941.6
- 1.4 3817.3 + 1.3 4927.0 -0.2
2985.3 + 0.3 3846.7 + 0.7 4952.0 -1.3
3012.3
- 0.7 3876.5 + 1.5 4976. -0.6
3039.6
-0.4 3907.7 + 1.7 5000.2 - 0.8
3067.6
-0.4 3937.5 + 1.5 5050.0 - 0.2
3096.1 4 o.l 3968.6 + 0.6 5102.0 - 0.3
3125.1 + 0.1 4000.8 + 0.8 5153.5 + 0.8
3154.7
-0.3 4033.1 -0.4 5207.5 + 0.5
3205.1 + 6.1 4065.9 + 0.9 5262.0 -6.1 (try -t 1 ) 1
3225.9
-f-0.9 4099.2 + 0.2 5318.0 + 2.2
3246.9 + 0.9 4133.0 + 0.5 5376. + 1.4
3268.1
- 5.9 4167.7 + 0.7 5434. + 1.8
3289.6
- 0.4 4202.2 + 0.2 5494. + 0.8
3311.3
- 0.7 4237.8 +0.8 5556. +-0.6
3333.4
-0.6 4274.0 + 0.0 5618. +-0.7
3355.8
- 0.21 4310.8 -0.2 5682.5 - 1.1
3378.5
- 1.5 4348.3 + 0.3 5748. - 0.4
3401.5
- 1.5 4385.5 - 1.5 5814. - 0.4
3424
.
6
- 1.4 4425.3 - 0.2 5882.5 + 0.6
3448.4
- 1.6 4464.6 - 0.4 5952.5 + 0. 3
3472.9
- 0.6 4504.8 - 0.2
3497.2 + 6.2 4545.7 - 0.8

REAPING- CORRECTION READ I NO- CORRECTION READ! NO CORRECTION
OU<S«J . T 1.0 DO J 1.0 ~ r\ aU .4 U . O
criQ A H T 1 • J U.J 0U04 • 4- n 7U • r
bl f c
.
4-1 Q
( U4o • T 0.0 oiy ( • U .U
o;4o • 4-9 o + 1.7 .8oo4 • i U.d
6368. + 1.8 7246.5 + 0.8 P474. +•0.8
6410. + 0.7 7353. + 0.3 8621. -0.1
6493. + 0.9 7463. + 0.6 8772. - 0.7
6578. + 1.4 7577. - 0.3 8927.5 + 0.4
6666.5 + 1.00 7694. - 0.8 9089. + 2.0
6758. + 0.5 7813.5 '0.1 9257. + 2.3
RESISTANCE BOX —
The range of resistance in the box used varied from one to ten thousand
ohms. The box was calibrated against a standard resistance box which ranged fro,m
one-tenth of an ohm to ten thousand ohms. Readings were taken for every plug in
the box , and the correct readings tabulated , and all calculations thereafter
made upon the corrected resistances , which were accurate to better than one-tent*
percent • Following
,
is a table of the results :
BOX VALUE CORRECTED BOX VALUE CORRECTED BOX VALUE CORREC
1 1.0076 40 39.972 700 699.87
2. 2.0075 50 49.994 800 799.86
3 3.0073 60 59.995 900 899.85
4 4.0057 70 69.992 1000 1000.1
5 5.0012 80 79.979 2D00 2000.0
6 6.0018 90 90.024 3000 3000.1
7 7.0025 100 100.01 4000 4000.2
8 8.0031 200 200.03 5000 5000.2
9 9.0002 300 300.03 6000 6000.3
10 10.000 400 399.96 7000 7000.3
20 19.992 500 499.91 8000 8000.3
30 29.988 600 599.95 9000 9000.3
CURRENT —
Since the use of a direct current and a galvanometer would result in
polarization in the cell and a consequent error in the reading of the resistance,
an alternating current had to be used for accurate work. A direct current was
changed into a pulsating one by means of a small/Induction coil , which had a
buzzer attachment tuned to produce a high-pitched tone. The tone-minimum was
obtained by means of a telephone. Because of the heating effect of the current

and the consequent error in measurement
,
the current was allowed to pass through
the solution only as long as necessary to make the measurements.
CONDUCTIVITY WATER —
The question as to the kind of water to use in conductivity work is a
much disputed one. For work with a salt
,
ordinary good water with a specific con-
ductance of 1 to 2 lor** is good enough , but for work with an organic acid
much better water is needed. In the work done on phenyacetic acid , water better
— 6 b
than 1X10 has always been used. Kendall has shown that much better results
are obtained when water of low specific conductivity was used in making up sol-
utions. He carried out a series of experiments using water of different specific
conductivities in order to determine what corrections to apply , if any. His
statement regarding the result , is as follows :
"It seems reasonable to suppose , therefore , that with the use of water
of a specific conductivity of 0.9 \10"*^ at 25° , the measurement of strong acids
can be relied upon without correction up to high dilutions."
Jones in his work on organic acids has used water of about 2.5X10"^
specific conductance , and has corrected all his data for water conductance. This
value is a rather high one as water of a specific conductivity of 1 or 2KlO~ 6
begins to effect the conductivity of solutions where the concentrations are
carried down to .001 normal and lower.
It might be interesting to note that the results obtained in the present
work on phenylacetic acid seem to bear out the statement made by Kendall rather
conclusively.
It is generally believed that the water correction is one that depends
more on the kind of impurity in the water
,
than on the amount of this impurity.
In the case of acids
,
all of the water correction should never be applied t if
applied at all. If the impurity is a salt
, then for dilutions up to 0.0005
normal the water correction should be applied
,
but in a decreasing amount to
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each increasing dilution. If the impurity is an acid euch ae carbon dioxide in
the form of carbonic acid , the water correction should not be used until very
email concentrations are reached , eince the ionization ie negligible in the pre-
sence of theBe concentrations of an organic acid—although appreciable when pure
water is measured. Since the water correction should be subtracted in part from
the A for an acid at high dilution , and has ussually been subtracted completely,
then the falling off of K with increasing dilution becomes obvious.
The best water ever obtained was made by Kohlrauech , who distilled it
in vacuo and into vessels which had contained pure water for over ten years so
that they were very resistant to the dissolving action of water. This water had
a specific conductance of 0.105 \ 10" 6 at 25° . The best water obtained in this
laboratory had a specific conductance of about 0.2 \10'"^ •
For ordinary use it is impossible to make water as good as the above
,
but water better than 0.9 XlO" 6 can be and was obtained in the following manner:
Ordinary distilled water was run into a copper still which was supplied
with tin coils and a tin delivery tube. About twelve gallons of water were used
up in one run. Then about three hundred cubic centimeters of an alkaline per-
manganate solution ( 6 grams of KMn04 , 100 grams of KOH , and 1000 grams of
water ) was added , and the whole brought to boiling by allowing live steam to
enter the coils around the still. The hot water was then allowed to stand for
several hours or over night before distilling. After this time had elapsed , the
steam was then turned on again and the distillation was started. About one-half
of the condensed steam was allowed to run off to free it from ammonia as this
came over first , and then finallythe condensed steam was collected in large
bottles which had previously been steamed out thoroughly. The steam was allowed
to condense only partly into the bottle
,
while the rest was left to escape from
the neck of the bottle
, thus preventing the entrance of laboratory fumes • The
quality of the water obtained depended greatly upon the strict observance of
this last precaution, for water of specific conductivity of 0.5 to 0.6 X 10" 6

could easily bo obtained , while if the steam was not allowed to escape the con-
ductivity went up as high as 2 XlCf 6 . Tin foil and a beaker were used to cover
the bottles when not in use. Water of fine quality was often obtained by redistil-
ling some of the conductivity water that was not up to the standard conductance
in previous runs. The water in the bottles would keep good for several days
without dificalty
,
although at times it would deteriorate rather rapidlyin one
day or evening
,
probably due to excessive fumes in the room.
GLASS APPARATUS —
All of the glass apparatus used in this work , such as bottles , flasks ,
pipettes
, etc.we re made of good Jena glass and had all been thoroughly steamed
out for ten hours or more. They have all been used in contact with water for two
years or more t and accordingly are very resistant to the action of water in
dissolving impurities from the glass. The glassware was tested several times by
allowing water to stand in the vessel for a long time and by taking conductivity
measurements of it at frequent regular intervals. Tower says that if the glass
is of good quality
, the conductivity per one hundred cubic centimeters of the
water should not increase more than IX 10 in a week.

Preparation of Materials*

PREPARATION OF PHENYLACETIC ACID--
At first an attempt was made to uee 8ome phenylacetic acid which had been
prepared by otudents by some unknown method. The acid was obviously impure and
so it waa dissolved in warm ligroin , which had been dried over sodium for a few
days and then distilled , It was then recryBtallized , filtered on a gold gooch
crucible
,
and then dried as thoroughly as possible in a centrifugal machine. The
dry acid was kept in a vacuum dessicator when not in use. When conductance
measurements were made on separate recrystallizations
,
they showed differences
,
thus proving that the acid was still impure , since a pure acid would give the
same conductance after every crystallization. The inconstancy of the results
showed that impurities were being removed after every crystallization from
ligroin. It was then decided to make a new lot of acid.
The method of preparation was that described in Levy's Organische Pre-
parate. The starting material was benzyl chloride , which was changed over to
the cyanide by reaction with potassium cyanide in solutions of alcohol and water.
The benzyl cyanide was then distilled off and the portion boiling between 210°
and 235° was collected for further use. This was saponified by heating with a
three to two solution of sulphuric acid until a violent reaction set in. The
apparatus recommended by Levy is not a safe one to use , as the possibility for
an explosion is a strong one. A slight explosion actually did occur and a good
portion of the product was lost. On cooling the mixture left in the flask , the
acid separated out as solid in the form of hard grey crystals. These crystals
were washed with cold wate^in which they are only slightly soluble , and finally
dissolved in a soda solution and then reprecipitated with dilute sulphuric acid.
The product wsa then purified by recrystallizing from hot water . The desired
reactions which took place in the preparation of the acid are the following:
C6H5
CH3C1 -h KCN = C6H5CH2
CN +- KC1
2 C
6
H
5
GH
2
CH 4 H2° ~ 2 C6
H
5
CH
2
OOOH-HIIH
4 )
S0
4
The melting point of the product corresponded to that given in the literature
,
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76.5°
.
Starting with two hundred grama of benzyl chloride , the final yield of
acid was only thirty grams.
After a recrystallization from petroleum ether , the conductivity of a
0.01 normal solution of the- acid was measured, the acid was then recryetallized
a second time
,
and another C.01 normal solution made up and measured. The con-
ductance of this solution , however, differed considerably from that of the last.
Better results were expected from a third recrystallization , but when the acid
was dissolved in conductivity water a yellow
,
sticky residue was noticed on the
surface of the solution and on the sides of the flask • This residue failed to
dissolve even after standing for two days , or upon warming the solution. Of
course
, the conductance of this solution did not check that of the others.
Another recrystallization from dry petroleum ether was made in an attempt to get
rid of this insoluble impurity. This behaved in the same way as the preceding one.
Evidently
, there were impurities in the acid which could not be gotten rid of
by mere recrystallization from the ether, where did they come from? Not from the
acid itself , for the acid does not polymerize as far as is known.
Ten cubic centimeters of the above incomplete solution were titrated
,
and they required 3.43 cubic centimeters of a 0.0281 normal solution of barium
hydroxide. This ,by calculation
,
gave the normality of the acid solution as
0.009638 instead of the intended normality of 0.01 . One hundred and fifty-four
cubic centimeters of the solution were made up. They should contain 0.21003 grams
while they actually did contain 0.20212 grams of the acid , or in other words ,
0.0C821 grama remained undissolved. This gives a percentage of three and nine-
tenths impurities in the acid. This was too large to be overlooked
,
especially
in conductance work.
It was then decided that the source of the impurities lay in the inter-
mediate products formed in the preparation of the acid. The directions in Levy
were not such as to give an acid sufficiently pure to be used in conductance work.
In the first place
, the benzyl chloride obtained from the store-room had been
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die-tilled only once , and therefore from its protnble method of preparation {the
chlorination of toluene ) , it could contain a number of impurities that would
be hard to eliminate by one distillation* The pohs ibilities in the case are the
following :
boiling point 213°
n n
CgHgGHCl*
C6H5CC13
C6H5CH2C1
CI in the ring
213° to 214°
176°
By reaction with potassium cyanide , the following reactions would occur:
+
+
Hj,0
*&
<LSL
-r KCN
CN
C H
t 00 1+
Besides the above possibilities , some of the chlorides might be left unchanged.
From the boiling points of the chlorides it seemed possible to get an
almost pure benzyl chloride by repeated distillation. 250 grams of the chloride
were obtained from the store-room and upon distillation , the fraction coaming
over between 174° and 178° was collected. The yield was ninety-four and eight-
tenths percent* This fraction was again distilled and collected between 175° and
176°
t the percentage yield being eighty and one-tenths* This fraction was again
redistilled and the portion between 175°and 176° again collected. This should
now have been fairly pure benzyl chloride*
An alcohol solution fof this portion was then boiled with a potassium
cyanide solution in water. The resulting benzyl cyanide was distilled off from
the alcohol between 229° and 240°
,
giving a yield of one hundred and twenty-
three grams or seventy two percent of the theoretical. This was also redistilled
and the portion between 231°and 233°was taken. This portion was tested for

chlorine by boiling with potassium hydroxide and then adding silver nitrate to
the nitric acid solution. A very slight cloudiness was obtained , showing that
very little chloride was present in the benzyl cyanide. This portion was then
used for saponification*
In place of the scheme that Levy had , a simple reflux condenser with a
delivery tube extending over a potassium hydroxide solution to absorb the hydro-
cyanic acid
,
was used* Assuming the presence ofAimpurities , the possible
reactions that might occur during saponification are as follows:
Of all these
, the third one is the one that is desired. By repeated crystalli-
zation from water and petroleum ether , it was hoped to get rid of all but the
phenylacetic acid. The benzyl chloride was then treated with sulphuric acid and
heated
, but in this case the reaction took place without violence. Upon cool-
ing
, the solid phenylacetic acid crystallized out. This was washed with cold
water and then dissolved in a sodium carbonate solution* By filtering this sol-
ution
,
a small dirty-grey
, insoluble substance was gotten rid of. This may
have come from the sodium carbonate. The acid was then reprecipitated with dilute
sulphuric acid
, codled , filtered , and then washed again with cold water* By
recryetallization
, a much whiter and purer product was obtained. When this was
tested with a barium chloride solution only a very slight cloudiness was obtained,
thus showing the presence of very little sulphuric acid still left in the phenyl-
acetic acid*
The acid was then dissolved in hot water
,
leaving a slight amount of a
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heavy yellow oil at the bottom of the beaker. The solution was poured away from
this oil and cooled. A pure , white , feathery mass of crystals was obtained in
place of the slightly yellowish , granular precipitate. A second recrystallization
was made
,
leaving again , a little of the oil behind it , but much leas thie
time. This yellow oil was probably the impurity in the acid which failed to die-
solve in the water in the conductance measurements mentioned above*
The acid was dried by centrifuging it in a gold gooch crucible for ten
minutes or more. It was then kept in a vacuum deseicator all the time when not in
use. One half of this was then crystallized twice from petroleum ether , and
dried. More of the oil was gotten rid of , but in much smaller quantities*
A conductivity test was then tried ttn both portions to see if they would
check each other , thus showing whether or not the acid was pure. The water-
left
recrystallized acidA some very little undissolved substance again , while the
ether-recrystallizedacid dissolved completely. Yet the two conductances checked
within one-tenth of one percent. Both portions were then again recrystallized
from their respective solvents and their conductances in one one-hundreth normal
solutions measured again. This time both dissolved completely , and the bridge
readings checked each other very closely , thus giving strong evidence of the
purity of the acid. The melting point of the acid checked that given in the li tor-
ture | but this cannot be used as criterion of purity as the acid which was
formerly considered as impure also checked the given melting point. Conductance
is a much more sensitive criterion of purity than is the melting point , as it
detects very slight impurities which the melting point criterion does not do.
The acidwas now ready for dilution work*

Measurement of Conductance of Phenylacetic Acid*

on
_
SOLUTIONS OF THK PHENYLACETIC ACID —
The solutions of the acid were mada out on the basis of moles per one
thousand grams of solution. Two different portions of acid were weighed out care-
fully into steamed
,
dry flasks , in sufficient amount to make about two hundred
and fifty to three hundred grams of solution of one one-hundreth normality. Pre-
vious to this time it was found that the acid did not dissolve readily enough to
give a two-hundreth normal solution. Then also , it was thought desirable to take
the specific gravities of the solutions made up in case the concentration in moles
per liter should ever be wanted. For an accuracy of one-tenth of one percent ,
however , it makes no difference in which units the concentrations are expressed
since they are so small. For this reason t no specific gravities were taken.
The solutions were started out at two-hundreths or one-hundreth normal
,
because of the fact that solutions of higher concentration would not obey the
dilution^well enough.
The acid in each flask was made up to the required weight by the addition
of conductivity waterof specific conductivity of 0.75 X 10** 6 , the conductivity of
the water being measured just before its addition to the acid* The two samples
were then labeled A and B •
A conductance measurement was then run upon a portion of each sample , the
cell being carefully cleaned and washed out with a little of the solution to be
tested. If these two portions checked within the allowable differaece of one-tenth
of one percent
, B was laid aside , and two parts of solution A were each diluted
to seventy-five ten-thousandths netrmalby the addition of the same water as was
previously done* These two new solutions were then labeled A^ and B^ and had to
check when the conductance measurement was made, before they could be diluted any
farther. If they did not check t a part of the reserve portion B was diluted ,
and this was repeated until checks were obtained. These two checks
,
A^ and B1 ,
were then diluted further
, and this method was continued down to a one ten-thou-
aandth normal solution. The solutions B
,
B
x , % , B3 , etc. were always kept

aa a reserve in case of no check or an accident in tho dilutions of the A aeriea.
Whenever it waa deemed necesaary during the course of the dilutions
,
conductance testa were made upon the conductivity water to see whether or not it
had kept its purity , and if not to see how much it had changed. This waa found
neceasary in the dilutions made on phenylacetic acid , aa the water did change
a little during the run,
A question arose aa to the method of taking the conductivity water out
of the bottles. A large steamed-out pipette was used for this purpose. At first
the water in the bottle was shaken up before each dilution, and the water taken
from the bottom of the bottle. This latter waa neceasary aa the impurities
seemed to collect at the surface layers of the water* Later , it was found better
to leave thw water unshaken , and to extract it from the bottom by means of the
pipette. This seemed to give water of better purity. The water waa discarded
when it got down low in the bottle*
The simple outline of dilutions given above , waa not strictly followed
in the work at hand. At first the one-hundreth normal solutions were made , and
they checked in their conductance* The ffcrther dilutions from these , however ,
could not be made to check. Then two, seventy five ten-thousandth normal solutions
were made up directly by weight
,
and aa they checked well the dilutions were
continued down to a one-thousandth normal solution* Later , a five-thousandth
normal solution was made up directly
,
and the dilutions continued down from this.
IN both the seventy five ten-thousandth and the five ten-thousandth normal sol-
utions
,
a check was obtained between measurements of the dilution solutions and
the direct weight solutions. Several times , a dilution that had been made and
meaaured once before
, waa measured again to see if any hydrolysis could be de-
tected by a change in conductance over that tdme interval. In all cases the
measurements checked each other well. Three separate measurements using three
separate resistances
, were made on each sample tested.
Following
,
is a table of the weights used in making up the dilutions :

Sol'n. Normality
Td b 1 e irr
Or. of acid Or. of Sol'n. Wt. HgU T tr\f H
A
_ij or iipw
A U.LH 0.45335 337.188
I nn ai 0.26377 191.03 0.75 X10*"^
A 0.0075 0.21817 213.79 0.93 X10" 6
B 0.0075 0.20969 205.48 0.93 X.10"6
Al
Bl
a aakaU.vJUOU 0.18188 267.34 ft OQ K Iff^
f\ AAO KU.UU*D 74.25 7A U.7<9 MU
B2
A AA9 CU.UUlO 61.60 fil fiA C.vo A, XL
A3
a aai a 47.. 70 71r X.00 a 9 Kin*"^v.VO AXU
a /~ym au.uuxu 38.80 7a a 09 v ia*"6V«JO A XU
A4
A AAA7*U.UUv r 46.75 X0.00 1 a \t in™^X.U a XU
B4
a aaA7«^u.uvv r o 34.30 XX.H* T A V 1A,"6X.U A XU
a
*5
a aaaga 16.55 O 97 1 A V 1A*"6X.U /n XU
U*IW3U 23.25 XX *0& 1 A V 1 A*"6X.U a» XU
A
6
a AAA9H 29.8 ov .0 T A V 1 A*" ^X.U X XU
B
6
0.00025 10.7 10.7 1.0 X 10
*l 0.00010 19.75 29.62 1.0 axO*"
6
»T 0.00010 5.75 8.61 1.0 X10~
6
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Table is:-
Tabulation of the Conductance of Phanylacetic Acid*
Temperature t 25° t. 0,01° •
L for the specific conductance of water t 6,75 t 0.93 , and BuO KIO"
Cone. Molar conductance ~ moles per liter •
c
molee
Uncorrected for irate
r
Aver, log Lu Aver. £u K'
Corrected for water.
Aver, log Lc Aver* £°
U. . Ul 6.421074 .00026368 26.36 6,419790 ,00026290
0..0075 6.356158 .00022707 30.27 6.354339 .00022612 30.14
0.0050 6.264046 .00018367 36.73 6.261786 .00018272 36.54
0.0025 6.104283 .00012714 50.86 6.101025 .00012619 50.47
0.0010 5.887909 .00007725 77.25 5.887375 .00007716 '77.16
0.00075 5.814810 .00006528 87.04 5.814181 .00006519 86.92
0.00050 5.716391 .00005204 104.10 5.708387 .00005109 102.19
0.00035 5.536376 .00003438 137.54 5.524201 .00003343 133.74
0.00010 5.281093 .00001910 191.02 5.258925 .00001815 181.52
In the above table , the 0.01 , 0.0075 , and 0.0050 normal solutions
were made up directly by weight and tho rest were dilutions of these. The
w ater of 0.95 MO* 6 specific conductivity was used on the 0.0075 normal
and down to the 0.0001 normal
,
solutions •
The values of the bridge and box readings
,
upon which the values for
Ij
U
» li t Au , and A° are based, were chosen from a number of readings made on
each dilution
, so as to give the best result for the "Calculated A n , when
calculated by the criterion method. This procedure is justifyable
, since the
method for calculating -A is a very sensitive one , and since it should give
the exact value for A 6 , It should be pointed out , however t that this method
holds only in the case of weak electrolytes
, as it is based on the ideal mass
law equation. The following table shows all the readings made on all solutions.
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Tho readings marked Iwith an asterisk are those chonen as a basis for calcu-
lation.
Ta ble X .
Normality Resistance Bridge readings
9AA 4959-4961-4961
a aiO.Ol <5AAZOO 5416-5418-5423
270 4668-4666-4670
1270 5052-5072-5112*-5051-5055-50331|5043-5038
A AATE
• UO / 280 4961-4982-5024-4962-4962-4948*4952*4947
290 4875-4891-4937-4888-4876-4857-4865-4857
99A360 5153-5155-5136-5153-5155-5148*
A AACAo.oooo 330 5074-5077-5058-5073-5076-5068*
340 4998-5001-4983-4997-5001-4992
ACA 5208-5225-5225-5229-5210-5208-5215-5213
A AA'JK vl CA400 5154-5169-5169-5173-5156-5154-5162-5161
470 5098-5116-5114-5118-5102-5100-5108-5107
>7AA/OO S344-5391-5389-5367-5369-5347-5365-5364-5373
A AA1 A A
/ 10 5311-5352-5350-5329-5332-5312-5331-5332-5340
720 5213-5315-5315-5294-5296-5275-5294^5298-5302
T AAA1000 4885-4888
A AAATKO.O0O70 T AT A1010 4859*4863
1020 4535-4839
1 1 AA1100 5214^5208*
A AAISEA 1110 5195-5185*
1120 5174-5166
1600 5314-5341
0.00025 1700 5161-5161
1800 5018*5018
3200 5024-5055
0.00010 3400 4874-4919
3600
*
4731*4775
Throughout this paper
, J^
u
t etc., represent values uncorrected for the
specific conductance of water
,
and , etc. , represent values corrected
for water.
[

^Calculated/No" as a Criterion of Precision and of Constant Errors,
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"Calculated /\,» aa a Criterion of Precision and of Constant Errors,
As was mentioned once before
,
conductivity work had been started on
acids in order to get quantitative instead of qualitative results regarding the
relations existing between the physical properties and the chemical conntitution
of these acids. Constant errors have crept into conductance work rather frequent-
ly , and it has always been a difficult matter to detect them. It was thus found
necessary to have some criterion which would detect constant errors and still
be sensitive to precision tests. The "calculated A n has been proposed as such
18
a criterion for precision and constant errors by Eerick , who has shown its use
and its advantages over other criterions for conductivity work.
The ideal mass law , which holds for weak electrolytes , is in the form
k =
c OC'
1— oC
Al A/ c A
where °c ~ m • Using /aJ-* place of oC , k becomes equal to —(A -A ) *
It the mass law is assumed to hold in this case
,
it becomes possible to cal-
culate /^ofrom measurements taken at any two different concentrations. Let A
and A, represent the molar conductances of two solutions of concentrations C
and C^ respectively. Then
k ^
C A CL,A
i
Solving for \ Q ,
'a (a -a) A^Ao-Ai)
A A, (CA-t.A^
C A'
2
'
- C | A j
X
The AoaDove * i8 called the "calculated Ac". This above equation , since it
ia based on the ideal mass law
,
can hold vigorously only under ideal conditions.
These ideal conditions can never be fulfilled , but most organic electrolytes
in dilute solutions do obey this law with deviations that are too small to be
measured at low concentrations. ( See table for v; .uee on acetic acid , page
lb calculating A ot the values for k in the mass law equation , are
equated to each other for different concentrations . In oredr , then , to get
a true value for A
, the mass law is aasumed to be approximated to such a
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degree that errors in A and A lt and C and , are not greater than those
introduced by the differences in k for the two different concentrations. From
Kendall's data on acetic acid
,
this assertion seems to be justified , for
small differences in k do not make appreciable differences in • The concen-
trations at which k for the ideal mass law is most accurately known t has been
determined by Derick.
He has shown that if the mass law be assumed to hold approximately in
some solutions , the percentage error introduced by A and A, can be calculated*
By differentiation
,
d k
As the solution becomes more and more concentrated , A approaches zero as a
limit
, and
d k
.
a ^_a_o
k " L A
On the other hand , as the solution becomes more dilute , A approaches AQ as
a limit , and
d k4k rA A cl Ac
From the above equations , it is easily seen that the ionization constant , k ,
is least influenced by errors in A and A, when the solution is concentrated—-
provided that the equations -
^/a still holds • The upper limit for weak
electrolytes with a constant smaller than Id"4 , is about 0,02 normal.
Another advantage of the "calculated A n formula , lies in the fact
that the value of A can be found which is most free from errors in A and A, ,
Derick shows that this can be calculated in about the same way as the percentage
error in k was calculated. Assume C and as negligible. The differentiated
form of the logarithmic form of the "calculated A n ' expression becomes

nn
Table "EX •
Criterion of " Calculated A n Applied to Meneureinents on Phenylaeetic Acid.
Conductance Data Concentration?! A" A c
£ onctnttcLTtons /\
0.01 26. 36 26.29 0.01 *and 0.0075 375.18 389.6
0.0075 30.27 30.14 0,0050 377.3* 328.8
0.0050 36.73 36.54 0.0025 376.1* 334.6
0.0025 50.86 50.47 0.0010 385.6 393.1
0.0010 77.25 77.16 0.00075 358.6 362.8
0.00075 City f\ a87.04 86,92 0.00050 378.4* 336.7
104 . 10 102.19 0.00025 374,7* 330.6
A AAA ^ C0.00025 TOT C <1137 . 54 133.74 0.00010 372.9 322.9
A AAA 1 A0.00010 192 .02 181.52
A A AHICS0.0003 and .0050 378.5* 341.3
0.0025 376.3* 339.5
0.0010 386.3 400.9
0.00075 357.7 366.4
0.00050 378.5* 337.9
0.00085 374.1* 331.2
0.00010 372.9 323.1
A AA C A0.0050 and A AA O C0.0025 375.3* 338.7
0.0010 387.4 411.0
0.00075 355.6 369.3
0.00050 378.6* 337.7
0.00025 373.8* 330.8
0.00010 373. C* 322.7
0.0025 and 0.0010 393.5 458.6
0.00075 349.7 380.6
0.00050 379.33 337.5
0.00025 373.7* 329.9

90
Criterion of Calculated A6 * Applied t6 Measurements on Phenylacotic acid
Conductance Data
Concentrations
" Calculated Ao
A*-
" o a:
0.00010 372.6 322.0
0«00075 9CC AOOOm'k 279.9
0.00050 *3 a a a 280.9
0.00025 367.8 394,9
0.00010 370.1 310.9
0.00050 452.5 281.5
0.00025 388.1 309 .0
0.00010 377.6* 313.0
0.00025 367.4 321.8
0.00010 370.4 317.1
0.00010 371.6 315.3
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In the differential equation preceding the table for calculated A 6 t let
dA/ dA\/
a be the coefficient of A , and let b be the coefficient of /A . The equation
then stands as . A A,
Solving for a and b t the numerical values are as shown in th3 following table:
Table ¥H ,
Concentration Concentration a b
C A AA,
0.01 0.0075 26.36 30.27 - 170.1 +171,3
0.0050 36.73 • 53.4 Y 64,4
0.0025 50,85 m 25.6 1- 26.6
0.0010 77.25
0.00075 87.04
0.00050 104.10 - 6.81 +•12.3
0.00025 137,54
0.00010 191.02
The 0.001 normal and 0.0075 normal concentrations in the table were not used in
the calculations of a and b , since their A values show them to be evidently in
error as compared to the other values. The 0.00025 and 0.00010 normal solutions
were also rejected , since it has been shown that an accuracy better than one~
tenth of one percent must be used to get the correct results at these concen-
trations
,
and all of this work was done with an accuracy of only one-tenth of
one percent.
Since the values of a and b for any given pair of concentrations are
<k A X A i
opposite in sign
,
and as long as and
^
,have the same sign, the error
in the calculated /\ is never greater than that in A or A,
,
depending upon
<±A ot A,
which is most in error. For example, if
-y^ and —^— both have the same sign of
+0.001
, then
-
- 170.1 (+.001 ) + 171.3 (+.001 )= .0012 » e.12 percent.
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This has been done more extensively in Table X- •
If, however, and are opposite in aiTn, then the error in calculated
is greater , the greater the values of C and C^, since a and b are thus added
and since their numerical values are highest whent the high concentrations of
nearly the same value are compared. Still, the error in^is least when concen-
trations are taken which differ as much as possible from each other. For example,
using C equal to .©1 normal and C^ equal to .0075 normal
—r- s
- 170.1 f+.OOl )+- 171.3 (-.001 )^. 3414 =34.0 percent.
Now if C = 0.01 and C^- 0.0025 normal are used
,
^.Ae ~
- 25.6 (-K001 )+26.6 (-.001 .0522 '5.22 percent
only. It is evident, then, that the calculated^ is a much more sensitive criterion
for precision of conductance data when C and C^ are as near each other as possible
when"-^" and are opposite in sign. This is also clearly shown in Table for
calculated A values for «01 normal against .00025 and .00010 normal concentration
where the,y1 are fairly cl©se to the 380 value, and where the measurements can-
not be made to 0,1 percent to get good results.
In order to get the effect of a change of one tenth of one percent in the
A values upon the values for the calculated A for the sake of comparing with the
actual A calculated from the conductance measurements, each conductance in the
0,61 normal series was variedtlO.IL percent as well as the conductance for the
0.01 normal value itself. All possible combinations were considered. The follow-
ing tables give the results of these calculations:
Table EOT.
Calculation of Variation of Calculated Ao With a to.l Percent Variation.
N Chosen/1 1*- A+.i% JLyCA+.Q c(4+.i%) A-,\? i*g (a -. i ?.)(/»-.« %) ZC
0.01 26.3678 26.3941 1.421507 ,263941 26.3415 1.420640 6.93874 .263415
0.007530.2759 30.3062 1.481531 .227296 30.2456 1.480661 6.86094 ,226842
.005C 36.7347 36.7714 1.565510 .183857 36.6980 1.564642 6.73370 .183490
.0025 50,8560 50.9068 1.706776 .127263 50.8052 1.705908 6.45290 .127013
.0010 77.2520 77,3292 1.888343 .077329 77.1748 1.887475 5.95595 .077174
00075 87.0460 87.1330 1.940183 .065350 86.9590 1.939314 5.67139 .065219
00050104.093 104.197 2.017855 .052098 103.989 2.016987 5.28378 .051994
00025 137.542 137.679 2.13B867 .034414 137.405 2,138002 4,72003 .034351
00010 191,026 191.217 2.281526 .022815 190.835 2.280658 3.64180 .019083
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Normality
0.01 N.-rO.l^
Chosen
A
A +0,l7o
i m
TableIX •
0*01 /v
III IV
—
, 1 /o
V
0.01 iv T
yi f-o, i &
VI
0,0 /o
A -Oil ?o
VII
0.0075 375.2 375.70 280.56 573.70 374.5 453.44 320.53
0.0050 377.3 377.64 334*73 432.78 376.81 403.26 354. 4e
0.0025 J I . 1 37fi ^O 3^7 ^1 375.72 386.46 366.99
0.0010 385.6 386.02 376,45 395.27 385.23 390.50 380.81
0007 s* 358.6 358.94 352.18 365.25 23 362 .10 355 .18
0,00050 378.4 378.80 345.72 384.04 349.93 381.41 347.82
0.00025 374.7 374.43 370.64 377.51 373.66 375.98 372.17
0.00010 372.9 367,66 340.66 369.22 372,53 368.43 371.75
Discussion of the Above Table.
By the salt method, A is calculated as 380 when expressed in international
ohms at 25° . A comparison of the values for calculated^in column I from the
chosen experimental values of A and A
(
with this salt method value shows deviations
of about t. 4 units. By an examination of columns II and V it is evident that the
errors in the molar conductances may be greater than +0.1 percent or -0.1 percent,
provided that the errors in both conductances are in the same direction and of
the same numarical value. For example, the chosen calculated A for the 0,01 and
0.0075 normal combination is 375.2,, the increase of 0.1 percent in each molar
conductance gives the calculated A as 375.7 , while a decrease of 6,1 percent in
each gives a value of 374.5 , and from a consideration of the above values it is
seen that a difference of 5/3752 in a plus direction is made, by an increase of
4-0.1 percent in A and A, , while a decrease of 7/3752 is made by a decrease of
0.1 percent in /\ and^i, • This suggests that the same error in the same direction
for this pair of concentrations may be as great as 0.7 to 1.0 percent to account
for the fact that the calculated A c (375.2) differs from the salt method value
of 380 by 4.8 units.
When columns III and TV are compared with the chosen calculated \ Q values
and with the salt method values
,
they show that the errors in measured A and A
j

values cannot bo in oppoaite directions unleoa the aaount is far less than one-
tenth o_f one percent, since a one-tenth of one percent error in A for a 0,01
normal and inA| for a 0.0075 normal solution ,for example, in ppposite direction
is the calculated A values as 280.5 and 573.7 for the two possible combina-
tions ( columns III and IV in the table ), or fractional errors of 947/3752 and
1985/3752 respectively.
Columns VI and VII
,
together with the preceding discission, show that
each value for the molar conductance of this acid must have approximately the
same error which is in the same direction in the conductance for each concent-
ration. For if the errors in either member of a given pair were greater than that
in the other member by 0.1 percent even though the errors should be in the same
direction, then their calculated A values would differ from the salt method valu<
for ^i by an amount greater than the calculated A values for the actual measure*
molar conductances. For example, from columns VI and VII , for the 0.01 and
0.0075 concentrations the calculated Aq values are 453,4 and 320.5 , which
differ from the salt method value of 380 by -f 734/3800 and « 595/3800 respective-
ly,yhile the calculated A values from the actual measured values of A and A,
for these concentrations is 375.2 , which differs from the salt method value
for A D by only 48/3800.
The fact that decreasing the actual measured conductance by 0.1 percent
(columns HI, V
,
and VII) for the given concentrations decreases the correspond-
ing calculated Ac values , shows that the measured molar conductances (column I
in the first table) for all concentrations except 0.001 normal are too small.
Obviously
,
such large errors exist in the conductances for the 0.001 and 0.00075
normal solutions that they should be excluded, while the 0.00025 and 0.00010
normal solutions are doubtlessly too dilute to receive further serious consider-
ation, since an accuracy greater than 0.1 percent would be demanded in working
with such dilute solutions while an accuracy of only o,l percent was observed
throughout this work.

The deoreaee in sensitivity of the calculated /\ criterion with increase
in dilutions or in differences in the dilutions compared , is shown in a striking
manner in each column. This faot wsa also predicted previously from a study of the
values of a and b in Table
In summary it may be stated that the measured conductances for the con-
centrations 0.01 , 0.0075 , 0.0050 , 0.0025 , and 0.00050 are too email, that
their errors are all in the same direction by the same amount, and that this error
cannot be greater than to percent from above treatment, but unquestionably
it is about 0.1 percent
,
since a very slight difference in the errors of either
member of each pair used to calculate A would easily account for their difference
from the Aq value by the salt method.
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Calculated Ao as a Criterion of Constant Errors.
The precision test for an electrolyte is valuable , but it is of no
value if constant errors are introduced somewhere in the measurements. Under
these conditions , the values for Ao might still indicate precision t but they
would not necessarily have to be the true values for/Id •
The molar conductance at zaro concentration for weak electrolytes , which
approximate the ideal mass law
,
can be measured independently of any conductance
data for the acid or electrolyte^ by means of the salt method t which is based on
the Kohlrausch principle that the molar conductance at zero concentration of an
acid or salt is made up additively of the molar conductances of its ions , or
and t
(0 A,
00 A,
-RCOOH
= Aa
"R COO'
From the second equation
,
- Aq.
_
* Ac ^
A*.
Substituting this value in the first equation,
The mobilities of the sodium and hydrogen ions are known from conductance and
transference measurements made on strong acids and their salts. The molar con -
ductance of the salt is obtained by extrapolation at zero concentration.
In checking the value of Ao^ obtained by the salt method .against
the same value obtained by means of the conductance data on the acid , a criterion
for detecting constant errors is offered
,
since the same value is arrived a$ by
two independent sets of measurements. The conductance for most univalent salts of
weak electrolytes at infinite dilution falls somewhere between 80 and 90 • The
mobility of the hydrogen ion at 25° , however , falls between 338 and 365.
Consequently
,
large errors in tha molar conductance for the sodium salt at zero
concentration will not cause a corresponding large error in the Ao value, as
this value is additive in the above equation to the mobilities of the hydrogen
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and the sodium ione. Likewise t the value for the sodium ion need not be known
to such a great degree of accuracy either t as its value is only 51 , as compared
to the 338 to 365 values for the hydrogen ion. Of all three values , that of the
hydrogen ion should be known with the greatest degree of accuracy , and yet the
most ouncertain of all these values is the one for the hydrogen ion. Kendall
,
has probably determined this value with the greatest degree of care and accuracy,
and it is his value ( 347 ) that will be used in the following calculations.
Ostwald calculated /I o^^^— for phenyacetic acid as 34.5 in Siemens units.
For Ao.+he used the value 44.5 . Then
A m SH.S + HH.S = 7 ?
In international ohms
,
this becomes 79X 1*063 - 84 • From the equation
An. =/W --W*+^O ut
"RCOO H n coo H )
A n = 8H -SI + 3H1 = 380
51 and 347 are the accepted values for the Ao^j. and ^o^t respectively.
Lundon calculates the value 378 for phenylacetic acid by the Ostwald
but the value of 380 will be the one considered in this paper.
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From a consideration of the values for "calculated A n in Table ~SX , It
seems, apparently, that they do net show a very good precision in the work on the
dilutions. When, however, it is seen what great changes in /l the variations of
£ 0.1 percent from the actual measured values as given in Table 4X- make, it
becomes evident that the results for /^are about as good as can be expected from
the great sensitiveness of the calculated A criterion, Phenylacetic acid
appears to approximate the ideal mass law so closely that the present measurements
detect no deviations greater than 0.O7 percent between the concentrations 6.01 and
0,00050 normal —In other words it is a weak electrolyte obeying the ideal mass
law for all practical purposes.
The mean value for A as calculated from the values marked with an asterisk
in Table XT is 37L.I with a mean error oftzAin each value used in calculating
this average, as a precision test*
When the value of 380, which was obtained by the salt method, is compared
with the above value of it is evident that there is still a small constant
error present in the work. As practically only one run of conductance measurements
was made, this error lies probably in the technique of the conductance work
rather than in the acid itself.

A Comparison of the Differential Equation With Actual Fractional Changes.
Ref faring back to Tabla t it was decided to tabulate the fractional
changes in each pair of concentrations and for all posibilities, in the follow-
fora:
Table of Fractional Change a.
Table
~jH •
Col.
I
Col. II Col. Ill Col. IV Col.V Col.VI Col.VI
I
1. 375.2 + 5/3752 -947/3752 +1985/3752 -7/3752 +782/3752 - 547/3752
2. 377.3 +3/3773 -425/3773 + 565/3773 -5/3773 +260/3773 - 229/3773
3. 376.1 +4/3761 -186/3761 + 208/3761 -4/3761 +103/3761 - 98/3761
4. 385.6 +4/3856 - 92/3856 + 96/3856 -4/3856 +49/3856 - 48/3856
5. 358.6 +3/3586 - 64/3586 "+ 66/3586 -4/3586 +45/3586 - 35/3586
6. 378.4 +4/3784 -327/3784 + 56/3784 -285/3784+30/3784 - 306/3784
7. 374.7 -3/3747 - 41/3747 + 28/3747 -17/3747 +12/3747 - 26/3747
8. 372,9 -53/3729 -323/3729 -37/3729 -4/3729 -45/3729 - 12/3729
In the above table the lines from 1 to 8 represent the fractional changes for
concentrations from 0.0075 to 0.00010 . The columns from I to VII represent
the differences of the calculated A in the corresponding columns in Table AJL
from the value of the chosen /\o .
It will be remembered that the values for a and b in Table YH- were
calculated from the differential equation set forth on page 2 b , and that these
values are the coefficients of and —
,
respectively. Now, if the errors
in A A, are considered as 0.1 percent , and are substituted for and
in the equation, the fractional error in A can be calculated, and this value
should check with the value for the corresponding concentrations in the above
table. The following table is the result of these calculations and their com-
parison with the values found in the above table:

Tablo XT,
1. 2. 3.
Percent Change Percent Change Percent Change
in A in A 6 in
From Cond, From Form. From Cond. From Form. From Cond. From Form.
Table, Table. Table. Table
.
Table. Table.
Col. II +- 0.13 + 0.12 + O.OB + 0.10 + O.ltt + 0.10
Col. III -25.0 -34.0 - 11.2 -12,8 -5.0 -5.22
Col. IV + 50.0 + 34.0 -r 15.0 +•12.8 f 5.5 +• 5.22
Col. V -0.18 -0.12 - 0.13 -0.10 - 0.11 -0.10
Col. VI + 2.0 + 1.7 + 7.0 +-6.4 + 2.7 + 2.6
Col. VII -15,0 -17,0 -6.0 -6.4 -2.6 -2.6^
In the above table just the first three concentrations were considered
in the calculations, as the a and b values were available only for these three.
The table shows a rather remarkable check between the values from the formula
and the values arrived at from the experimental data. The lack of closer checking
in 1 above, is due to the fact that the terms used to calculate ^ for 0.01
and 0.0075 normalities etc., differ so little that the accuracy obtained in the
measurements is not great enough for the calculated. Further, if <k\ is too great
then of course the formula for change in A with that in A and A
,
can not
hold in the differential form. Otherwise, these results appear to justify the
use of the differential formula in this connection.
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Correction For the Specific Conductance of the Conductivity Water.
A discussion of the water correction has already been set forth on page /Z.
in its application to salts and strong acids.
By a comparison of the two sets of values for /l and A 6 . it can easily
be seen that the water correction should not be applied to measurements on phenyl-
acetic acid. In the first place, when no correction is made, a value for f\ is
obtained which checks the value obtained by the salt me&hod rather closely. Then,
in the second place, the /!<> values show better precision than do the '' values.
If the water correction is to be applied, it is evident from the tablo^^^
for A
C
that it should be applied in a decreasing ratio as the concentrations^^
grow less and less. The value of A 6 in one comparison ( the 0.01 normal compari-
son, for instance ), grow smaller and smaller as the low concentrations are reach-
ed, thus illustrating the truth of the above statement.
In spite of the small constant error still in the present work on phenyl-
acetic acid, the results are much more accurate than those obtained by Ostwald
and Jones in their measurements of the same acid. The following tables show the
"calculated A " values based on their data:
Table UL ,
Criterion of "Calculated A n Applied to Jone^ Measurement of the Acid.
Conductance Data
kxlO4Cone, v A c Concentrations At
32 14.15 .536 32 and 128 592.16
128 27.96 ,545
512
1024
286.72
302.68
512 52.39 .515
2048 296.35
1024 71.63 .518
128 and 512
1024
232.81
271.10
2048 95,50 .504
2048 277.3
512 and 1024 333,24
2048 302.09
1024 and 2048 286.24
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Table im .
Criterion of "Calculated A Applied to Ostwald'e Meaauramenta of the Acid.
Conductance Data. "Calculated A n .
Cone
.
v A kxlO* Concentrations
32 15.73 .550 32 and 64 194.07
128 291.40
64 21.86 .556 630 347.83
512 315.24
1024 3R7 03WW I • V/W
256 42.65 .563 64 and 128 453.16
256 451.86
512 58.28 .550 512 348.42
1024 425.84
1024 80.81 .570
128 and 256 450.96
512 327.76
1024 421.58
256 and 512 278.07
1024 414.84
512 and 1024 640.31
It appears from the above table s, that the v/ork of both Ostwald
lacks precision, and contains large constant errors as well , when the
A m criterion is applied,. Especially is this evident when the preceding discus-
sion of the sensitiveness of the criterion for the present measurements is con-
sidered.

Ionization Constant of Phenylacetic Acid
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Ionization Constant of Phonylacetic Acid.
The ionization constant, k, can "be calculated from the mass law expression
k =
So far, there have been two different values for A arrived at, the
calculated A and the A obtained by the sodium salt method. For the calculated
A , two series again were obtained, A^and A , The values for A 6 evidently
are unreliable, and so no atteapt will be made to obtain an average value, and to
calculate k from it. The average value for /« is taken as 376,1 while the value
by the salt method for A is 380. These two values do not appear to check, but
the great sensitiveness of the criterion shows that the average calculated A
checks the A by the salt method, so that the 380 may be chosen as the corrsct
value for A •
In the table below, column II, k is calculated by using 380 as A e with
A , Column III is calculated for k by using the average calculated A 6 value
equal to 375.1 with A • Columns IV and V give the data for k on Ostwald'Aa and
Jone's measurements, respectively.
Table JTZ.
k
A = 3?0 Ao = 376 . 1
I
0.01 .5174
11
-4
10 .5288
111
-4
10
11
-4
,556 10
*
V
0,0075 .5173 .5288 .562 .545 10"*4
0.0050 .5173 .5290 .563
0.0025 .5170 .5289 .550 .515
0.0010# .5187 .5313 .570 .518
0.00075# .5224 .5352
0.00050 .5167 .5299 ,504
0.00025* .5133 .5275
0.00010* .5081 .5259
Average .5171 lO"
4
.5290 io-4
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Notes on the preceding table
—
These values are rejected since the Ao values have greater variations
than allowable. The values were not used in obtaining the average k.
*
— These dilutions are unreliable within an accuracy of one-tenth of one
percent, and are rejcted also.
In the table, the k values of Ostwald and of Jones for the different
concentrations have been placed opposite to the nearest corresponding concentra-
tion in column I. Both used dilutions instead of concentrations.
As would be expected from the greater precision and the smaller constant
error in the present measurements, the average k for the reliable values ( in
column II ) has a smaller mean error than is present in Ostwald{s and in Jone's
work. Ostwald used the value 380 for A in his calculations, and he also aid. Not
corrected for the specific conductivity of water, so that in this case there is
a valid basis for comparison. In the present work on the acid, if the water
correction had been applied the values for k would have been lowered ,and
would not have kept as constant as they are now. Jones, who did correct for
water, obtained values which varied considerably and which were not as good as
Ostwald* s, due probably to the water correction.

Place Influence of the Alpha Phenyl Radical.
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Place Influence of the Alpha-Phenyl Radical.
To find the place influence of the phenyl group in alpha position, the
following equation, whi -:h has already been discussed, was used:
log k of unaubstituted acid
I - 1 .
log k of substituted acid
It is necessary, then, to know the ionization constant of acetic acid in order
to be able to calculate *
a]_pha-phenyl • Since the acetic acid has not been
measured in this laboratory in the same way as phenylacetic acid has, the measur-
ments of others had to be considered, and in this consideration, the criterion
of "calculated f\ a n had to be applied so as tonobtain as accurate values for
acetic acid ,at least, as have been obtained for phenylacetic acid. When this
criterion was applied, the values obtained by Kendall were chosen as best for
the purpose at hand. Following is a table of the results on his measurements:
Table XSL .
The "Calculated A n Criterion Applied to Acetic Acid - Kendall's ttata.
Dilutions A*" KX10 5
V
Concentrations A.*
13.57 6.085 1.845 13.57 and 27.14 766
27.14 8.591 1.851 54.28 449
54,28 12.09 1.849 108.56 359
10e.56 16.98 1.849 217.1 415
217.1 23.12 1.851 434. Z 402
434,2 33.22 1.849 868.4 399
868.4 46.13 1.850 1737. 399
1737.0 63.60 1.854 3474. 396
3474.0 87.17 1.855 6948. 400
6948.0 116.8 1.870 27.14 and 54.28 348
108.56 311
317.1 389
434.2 384
868.4 388
1737.0 532
3474.0 391
6948.0 458
54,28 and 108.56 290
217.1 402
434.2 391
868.4 392
1737.0 395
3474.0 393
6948.0 399
108.56 and 217.1 551
434.2 434

Concentre tions
A U
108.56 and 368.4 414
1737.0 408
3474.0 401
6948.0 403
217.1 and 434.2 379
868.4 388
1737.0 393
3474.0 392
6948.0 398
434.2 and 868.4 394
1737.0 398
3474.0 394
6948.0 400
868.4 and 1737.0 400
3474.0 381
6948.0 401
1737.0 and 3474.0 390
6948.0 401
3474.0 and 6948.0 409
The average value for k from Kendalls data is 1.849X10 . Using the
logarithm of this value, and the logarithm of the value for k of phenylacetic
acid ( ,5171 X10"4 ),
- 4.733063
Place Influences 1 = 0.1042.
- 4.286425
The place influence of the phenyl radical in alpha position in parrafin mono-
basic acids is then equal to 0.1042.
Since propionic acid and its phenyl substituted derivative have not been
measured, the rule of thirds cannot be here calculated or verified.
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